What determines how we move in the world? Motor neuroscience often focusses either on intrinsic 8 rhythmical properties of motor circuits or extrinsic sensorimotor feedback loops. Here we show that 9 the interplay of both intrinsic and extrinsic dynamics is required to explain the intermittency observed 10 in continuous tracking movements. Using spatiotemporal perturbations in humans, we demonstrate 11 that apparently discrete submovements made 2-3 times per second reflect constructive interference 12 between motor errors and continuous feedback corrections that are filtered by intrinsic circuitry in 13 the motor system. Local field potentials in monkey motor cortex revealed characteristic signatures of 14 a Kalman filter giving rise to both low-frequency cortical cycles during movement, and delta 15 oscillations during sleep. We interpret these results within the framework of optimal feedback control, 16
Introduction 21
Many visually-guided movements are characterized by intermittent speed fluctuations. For example 22 while tracking slowly-moving targets, humans make around 2-3 submovements per second. Although 23 first described over a century ago (Woodworth, 1899; Craik, 1947; Vince, 1948 ) the cause of 24 movement intermittency remains debated. Submovements often disappear in the absence of vision 25 (Miall et al., 1993a) and are influenced by feedback delays (Miall, 1996) , suggesting their timing 26 depends on extrinsic properties of visuomotor feedback loops. However, rhythmicity is also reported 27 in the absence of feedback (Doeringer and Hogan, 1998) , and it has been suggested that an internal 28 refractory period, clock or oscillator parses complex movements into discrete isochronal segments 29 (Viviani and Flash, 1995; Russell and Sternad, 2001 ; Loram et al., 2006; Hogan and Sternad, 2012) . 30 Cyclical dynamics within motor cortical networks with a time period of 300-500ms may reflect the 31 neural correlates of such an intrinsic oscillator (Churchland et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2014) . During 32 continuous tracking, each submovement is phase-locked to a single cortical cycle, giving rise to low-33 frequency coherence between cortical oscillations and movement speed (Jerbi et al., 2007; Hall et al., 34 2014; Pereira et al., 2017) . Moreover, this rhythmicity appears conserved across a wide range of 35 behaviors and even shares a common dynamical structure with delta oscillations during sleep (Hall et 36 al., 2014) . It has been proposed that recurrent networks express these intrinsic dynamics as an 'engine 37 of movement' responsible for internal generation and timing of the descending motor command 38 (Churchland et al., 2012) . Nevertheless, the interplay between intrinsic rhythmicity and extrinsic 39 feedback remains poorly understood. For example, if feedback delays influence submovement timing 40 they might be expected also to alter the frequency of cortical cycles. However, this seems 41 incompatible with conserved intrinsic dynamics evident across multiple behavioral contexts including 42 sleep. Moreover, the precise computational role of such intrinsic circuitry remains uncertain. 43
In recent years, stochastic optimal control theory has emerged as an influential computational 44 approach to understanding human movement, due to recognition of the impact of noise in both motor 45 and sensory signals on behavior (Todorov and Jordan, 2002; Scott, 2004) . In the presence of delayed, 46 uncertain measurements, feedback should act on optimal estimates of the discrepancy between 47 desired goals and current motor states. Optimal feedback control (OFC) explains many features of 48 movement but it is unclear whether optimality principles alone can account for movement 49 intermittency. Various modifications to OFC have been proposed, for example explicitly including a 50 refractory period between submovements (Gawthrop et al., 2011) , but theoretical justification for 51 these additions is lacking. Here we present evidence from visuomotor tracking by humans and non-52 human primates in support of an OFC-based model of movement intermittency that does not require 53 explicit parsing of submovements. Instead, continuous integration of external feedback with internal 54 state estimation provides a framework for understanding both extrinsic and intrinsic contributions to 55 intermittency. This can account for many puzzling features of submovements, and provides a 56 parsimonious explanation for conserved cyclical dynamics in motor cortex networks during behavior 57 and sleep. 58 59
Results

60
Submovements reflect constructive interference between motor noise and delayed feedback 61 corrections 62
Human subjects generated bimanual isometric index finger forces to track targets that moved in 2D 63 circular trajectories with constant speed (Fig. 1A ). We measured intermittency in the angular velocity 64 of the cursor (Fig. 1B, C) , using spectral analysis to quantify submovement frequencies. Under normal 65 feedback conditions, power spectra generally exhibited a principal peak at around 2 Hz ( Fig. 1D ) and 66 this frequency was only slightly affected by target speed ( Figure S1 ), consistent with previous 67 descriptions of movement intermittency (Miall, 1996) . However, submovement frequencies were 68 markedly altered when visual feedback of the cursor was delayed relative to finger forces. With delays 69 of 100 and 200 ms, the frequency of the primary peak reduced to around 1.4 and 1 Hz respectively 70 ( Fig. 1D, Fig. S1 , Fig. S2 ), suggesting submovement timing was not determined by a fixed internal clock 71 but depended instead on extrinsic feedback properties. Interestingly, a further peak appeared at 72 approximately three times the frequency of the primary peak and, with increased delays of 300 and 73 400 ms, a 5 th harmonic was observed. The time-periods of the first, third and fifth harmonics were 74 linearly related to extrinsic delay times with gradients of 1.89 ± 0.20, 0.59 ± 0.04 and 0.33 ± 0.11 75 respectively (Fig. 1E , Table S1 ). 76
These results are consistent with a feedback controller responding to broad-spectrum (stochastic) 77 tracking errors introduced by noise in the motor output, for which the response is delayed by time 78 (Fig. 1F) . In signal processing terms, subtracting a delayed version from the original signal is known as 79 comb filtering. For motor noise components with a time period, = 1 ⁄ , 2 ⁄ , 3 ⁄ …, delayed 80 feedback accurately reflects current errors, resulting in regularly spaced notches in the amplitude 81 response of the system (Fig. 1G ) and attenuation from the resultant cursor movement through 82 destructive interference. By contrast, for motor noise with a time-period, = 2 1 ⁄ , 2 3 ⁄ , 2 5 ⁄ …, 83 delayed feedback is exactly out-of-phase with the current error. Thus, corrective movements 84 exacerbate these components through constructive interference leading to spectral peaks at 85 frequencies: 86 = 1 ⁄ = 2( int + ext ) ⁄ with = 1, 3, 5 … (Equ. 1) 87 Submovement frequencies in our data approximately matched this model assuming the total feedback 88 delay comprised the experimental manipulation ext added to a constant physiological response 89 latency int of around 300 ms (Table S1 ), comparable to visual reaction times. 90
Note that in this interpretation, intermittency arises not from active generation of discrete 91 submovement events but as a byproduct of continuous, linear feedback control with inherent time 92 delays. Submovement frequencies need not be present in the smooth target movement, nor do they 93 arise from controller non-linearities. Instead these frequencies reflect components of broad-band 94 motor noise that are exacerbated by delayed feedback corrections. To seek further evidence that 95 intermittency arises from constructive interference between motor noise and delayed feedback 96 corrections, we generated artificial errors during target tracking by adding spatial perturbations to the 97 cursor displayed to subjects. Within individual trials, a sinusoidal displacement was applied in a 98 direction aligned to target motion and at a frequency between 1-5 Hz. Perturbation amplitudes were 99 scaled to have equivalent peak angular velocities (equal to the angular velocity of the target). Our 100 hypothesis was that artificial errors at submovement frequencies would be harder to track (because 101 of constructive interference) than perturbations at frequencies absent from the velocity spectrum. Average of 8 subjects, shading indicates standard error of mean (s.e.m.). See also Figure S2 .
(E) 112
Submovement periods (reciprocal of the peak frequency for each harmonic) for all subjects with 113 different feedback delays. See also Table S1 . (F) Schematic of a simple delayed feedback controller. 114 (G) Amplitude response of the system shown in (F), known as a comb filter. 115
Figure 1-source data 1. This spreadsheet contains the frequencies of spectral peaks and associated 116 regression analysis shown in Figure 1D ,E. These data can be opened with Microsoft Excel or with open-117 source alternatives such as OpenOffice. 118 Figure 2A shows example tracking behavior with a 2 Hz perturbation. Note that the peak angular 119 velocity of force responses (black line, calculated from the subject's finger forces) occurred around 120 the same time as the peak angular velocity of the perturbation (green line). As a result, the angular 121 velocity of the cursor (yellow line, reflecting the combination of the subject's forces with the 122 perturbation) exhibited pronounced oscillations that were larger than the perturbation. Figure 2B  123 shows performance in the same task when visual feedback was delayed by 200 ms. In this condition, 124 peaks in force velocity coincided with perturbation troughs, attenuating the disturbance to cursor 125 velocity. Figure 2C ,D and Figure S3 overlay cursor velocity spectra in the presence of each perturbation 126 frequency (with feedback delays of 0 and 200 ms). As previously, in the absence of feedback delay the 127 frequency of submovements was around 2 Hz. Correspondingly, perturbations at 2 Hz induced a large 128 peak in the cursor velocity spectrum, indicating that the artificial error was not effectively tracked. By 129 contrast, with a feedback delay of 200 ms the cursor velocity spectrum with a 2 Hz perturbation was 130 attenuated. The largest spectral peaks were instead associated with 1 and 3 Hz perturbations, 131 matching the frequencies of submovements in this delay condition. Figure 2E shows the amplitude 132 response of cursor movements (the relative amplitude of cursor movements phase-locked to the 133 perturbation) at each frequency for both delay conditions. Cursor amplitude responses greater than 134 unity at 2 Hz (with no delay), and at 1 and 3 Hz (with 200 ms delay) indicate exacerbation of 135 intermittencies introduced by artificial errors at submovement frequencies. Analysis of variance 136 (ANOVA) with two factors (delay time and perturbation frequency) revealed a highly significant 137 interaction (n=8 subjects, F4,70=110.2, P<0.0001), confirming the interdependence of feedback delays 138 and frequencies of constructive/destructive interference. 139
Feedback responses reflect filtered visual discrepancies 140
It is clear from the velocity spectra in Figure 1D that not all submovement harmonics predicted by the 141 comb filter model were present with the same amplitude within our tracking data. Rather, 142 intermittency peaks for each delay condition were embedded within a broad low-pass envelope. Next 143 we considered the origin of this delay-independent envelope. Our first hypothesis was that this might 144 reflect the spectral content of motor noise during tracking. However we could reject this as the sole 145 contributing factor by examining the force amplitude response to perturbations (the relative  146 amplitude of force responses phase-locked to the perturbation). Figures 2F,G and Figure S4 show 147 power spectra of the angular velocity derived from subject's forces, under feedback delays of 0 and 148 200 ms. Figure 2H shows the corresponding force amplitude response at each frequency. Analyzed in 149 this way, amplitude responses were largely independent of extrinsic delay. However, as with 150 submovement peaks, feedback responses were also attenuated at higher frequencies. A two-factor 151 ANOVA confirmed a significant main effect of frequency (n=8 subjects, F4,70=36.3, P<0.0001) but not 152 delay time (F1,70=3.1, P=0.08), and only a weakly significant interaction (F4,70=2.9, P=0.03). Moreover, 153 the phase delay of force responses was reduced at low frequencies (Fig. 2I) . As with the amplitude 154 response, there was a significant effect of frequency (F4,70=9.5, P<0.0001) but not extrinsic delay (F1,70  155 =2.6, P=0.12) on this phase delay, and no significant interaction (F4,70=0.7, P=0.6). In other words, 156 feedback corrections to artificial noise with equal amplitude at different frequencies revealed 157 characteristic signatures of a filter that was independent of extrinsic feedback delays. Moreover, this 158 intrinsic filter had the appropriate bandwidth to account for attenuation of intermittency at higher 159 frequencies. and phase delay data shown in Figure 2E ,H,I,K. The innovation gains pos and vel depend only on the ratio of process to measurement noise, = 212 ⁄ , which in turn determines the cut-off frequency above which measurements are filtered 213 (2~√ ). Figure 3B ,C shows the amplitude response for position and velocity estimates. Note that 214 these are out of phase with each other, and therefore broadband input results in a complex cross-215 spectral density between them. The imaginary component of this cross-spectrum exhibits a 216 characteristic resonance peak (Fig. 3D) The phase delay of the optimal position estimate for the current state, ̂, falls towards zero at low 235 frequencies, consistent with successful prediction on the basis of delayed measurement (Fig. 3E) (Fig. 1D ). This intrinsic delay time was positively 252 correlated with the frequency of the harmonic (n=11 spectral peaks, R=0.85, P=0.0009; Fig. 4J ). Finally, 253 overall tracking performance (as measured by the root mean squared positional error over time) 254 matched well with subjects' actual performance across conditions (Fig. 4K ). Note that irrespective of 255 delay, the lowest frequency perturbation was associated with the greatest positional error (since 256 perturbations had equal peak-to-peak velocity and were therefore larger in amplitude at low 257 frequencies). However, performance was most affected by the 1 Hz perturbation with a 200 ms delay, 258
corresponding to a frequency of constructive interference. 259
In summary, amplitude and phase responses to perturbations during human visuomotor tracking 260 provide compelling evidence for intrinsic filtering of measurement noise from feedback corrections, 261 while a plausible computational justification is provided by optimal state estimation. Moreover, while 262 this interpretation is derived from computational principles, the schematic on the right of 
Movement intermittency in a non-human primate tracking task 286
We were interested in whether cyclical motor cortex dynamics could reflect the neural correlates of 287 the two interacting neural populations described above, and thereby account for filtering of feedback 288 responses during visuomotor tracking. We therefore analyzed local field potential (LFP) recordings 289 from monkey primary motor cortex (M1) during a center-out isometric wrist torque task that we have 290 used previously to characterize both submovement kinematics and population dynamics (Hall et al., 291 2014). LFP-PC overlaid on the radial cursor velocity. 307
308
As with humans, in the absence of feedback delay the cursor velocity (after removing task-locked 309 components, see Methods) was dominated by a single spectral peak around 2-3 Hz ( Fig. 6A ,E; top 310 red traces). A broad peak at approximately the same frequency was also observed in average LFP 311 power spectra (Fig. 6B,F) , while coherence analysis confirmed consistent phase-coupling between 312
LFPs and cursor velocity (Fig. 6C,G) . We also calculated imaginary coherence spectra between pairs 313 of LFPs (see Methods) to separate local signal components with a consistent, non-zero phase 314 difference from in-phase components (e.g. due to volume conduction from distant sources), which 315 revealed more clearly the 2-3 Hz LFP oscillation ( Fig. 6D,H ). An obvious interpretation of these 316 results could be that oscillatory activity in the motor system drives submovements in a feedforward 317 manner. In this case we would expect the frequency of the cortical oscillation to reliably reflect the 318 intermittency observed in behavior. 319 320 321 
Feedback delays dissociate intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to intermittency 329
With increasing feedback delays, submovement peaks in monkeys (Fig. 6A ,E) exhibited a pattern 330 similar to that seen with human subjects. The fundamental frequency was reduced, while odd 331 harmonics grew more pronounced as they came below about 4 Hz. Moreover, coherence spectra 332 between cursor velocity and LFP (Fig. 6C ,G) revealed peaks at both fundamental and harmonic 333 frequencies. Surprisingly however, the power spectrum of the LFP (Fig. 6B,F ) was unaffected by 334 feedback delay, with a single broad peak in the delta band persisting throughout. Moreover, imaginary 335 coherence spectra between pairs of LFPs were also unchanged ( Fig. 6D,H) . These results appear 336 incompatible with the hypothesis that motor cortical oscillations drive movement intermittency, and 337 instead demonstrate a dissociation between delay-dependent submovements and the conserved 338 rhythmicity of LFPs. 339
We next identified submovements from peaks in the radial cursor speed, in order to examine the 340 temporal profile of their associated LFPs. Submovement-triggered averages (SmTAs) of LFPs exhibited 341 multiphasic potentials around the time of movement, as well as a second feature following 342 submovements with a latency that depended on extrinsic delay (Fig. 7A, Fig. S6A ). This feature was 343 revealed more clearly by reducing the dimensionality of the LFPs with PCA (Fig. 7B, Fig. S6B ). Note that 344 if submovements reflect interference between stochastic motor errors and feedback corrections, a 345 submovement in the positive direction can arise from two underlying causes. First, it may be a positive 346 correction to a preceding negative error. In this case, cortical activity associated with the feedback 347 correction should occur around time zero. Second, the submovement may itself be a positive error 348 which is followed by a negative correction, and the associated cortical activity will hence be delayed 349 by the feedback latency. Since the SmTA pools submovements arising from both causes, this accounts 350 for two features with opposite polarity separated by the feedback delay. Note also that SmTAs of 351 cursor velocity similarly overlay (negative) tracking errors preceding (positive) feedback corrections, 352 and (negative) feedback corrections following (positive) tracking errors, evident as symmetrical 353 troughs on either side of the central submovement peak (Fig. 7C, Fig. S6C ). 354
Importantly however, LFP oscillations around the time of submovements appeared largely unaffected 355 by delay. To visualize this, we projected the SmTAs of multichannel LFPs onto the same PC plane. For 356 all delay conditions, LFPs traced a single cycle with the same directional of rotation and comparable 357 angular velocity (Fig. 7D, Fig. S6D ). The period of these cycles (approx. 300 ms) matched the frequency 358 of imaginary coherence between LFPs (approx. 3 Hz), as expected since signals with a consistent phase 359 difference will be orthogonalized by PCA and appear as cyclical trajectories in the PC plane. In other 360 words, although the precise frequency of submovements depends on extrinsic delays in visual 361 feedback, the constant frequency of associated LFP cycles reveals conserved intrinsic dynamics within 362 population activity in the motor cortex. Note also that the resonant frequency of these dynamics 363 matches the intrinsic filtering of feedback responses observed in our human experiments. 
Modelling submovement-related LFP cycles and delta oscillations in sleep 376
These various observations can be understood using the same computational model that explained 377 our human behavioral data ( Figure S7 ). For simplicity, we simulated two out-of-phase components 378 within the LFP from the total synaptic input to each of the two neural population in the state 379 estimator. We also added common low-frequency background noise to represent volume conduction 380 from distant sources. The simulated LFPs exhibited a broad (delay-independent) spectral peak arising 381 from the dynamics of the recurrent network (Fig. 6J) . By contrast, the resultant cursor velocity 382 comprised the summation of motor noise and (delayed) feedback corrections, and therefore 383 contained sharper (delay-dependent) spectral peaks due to constructive/destructive interference (Fig.  384 6I). Note however that coherence was nonetheless observed between LFPs and cursor velocity (Fig.  385  6K) . Time-domain SmTAs of the simulated data also reproduced features of the experimental 386 recordings, including delay-dependent peaks/troughs reflecting extrinsic feedback delays ( Fig. 7E-G) . 387
Meanwhile, the conserved intrinsic dynamics coupling simulated neural populations resulted in 388 consistent cyclical LFP trajectories around the time of movement (Fig. 7H ) and an imaginary cross-389 spectrum with a single delay-independent resonance (Fig. 6L) . 390 391 392 behavior. Previously we have described a common dynamical structure within both cortical cycles 410 during movement and low-frequency oscillations during sleep and sedation (Hall et al., 2014) . In 411 particular, K-complex events under ketamine sedation (Fig. 8A ), thought to reflect transitions between 412 down-and up-states of the cortex, are associated with brief bursts of delta oscillation ( Fig. 8B ) (Amzica 413 and Steriade, 1997). The relative phases of multichannel LFPs aligned to these events matches those 414 seen during submovements (Fig. 8D,E) . As a result, when projected onto the PC plane, LFPs trace 415 similar cycles during both K-complexes (Fig. 8C) and submovements (Fig. 8F) . We modelled the 416 sedated condition by disconnecting motor and sensory connections between the feedback controller 417 and the external world, instead providing a pulsatile input to the state estimator simulating a down-418 to up-state transition (Fig. 8G) . Effectively, transient excitation of the state estimator elicited an 419 impulse response reflecting its intrinsic dynamics. The simulated LFPs generated a burst of delta-420 frequency oscillation around the K-complex (Fig. 8H) which resembled submovement-related activity 421 (Fig. 8J,K) . Projecting this activity onto the same PC plane revealed consistent cycles during simulated 422 K-complexes (Fig. 8I) and submovements (Fig. 8L) . Finally, we were puzzled that force amplitude responses to cursor perturbations were uniformly less 477 than unity, which initially appears suboptimal for rejecting even slow perturbations. We first 478 considered that proprioceptive information (which is in conflict with vision during cursor 479 perturbations) might cause subjects to underestimate the true displacement of the cursor. However, 480 sub-unity amplitude responses were also observed in separate experiments (not shown) when 481 sinusoidal displacements were added to the target position. In this situation there was no discrepancy 482 between vision and proprioception, yet subjects consistently undershot corrections to all but the 483 lowest frequency perturbations (even in the absence of any delay). In our OFC model we instead 484 reduced amplitude responses by penalizing large changes to the motor command. This cost function 485 was minimized by proportional-integral (PI) control, which has been used in the past to model human 486 movement (Kleinman, 1974) . It is more common in current optimal control models to apply cost 487 functions that penalize the absolute motor command leading to proportional feedback policies 488 (Todorov and Jordan, 2002) , under the assumption that this minimizes signal-dependent noise in 489 muscles (Jones et al., 2002) . However, the trajectory variability observed in our isometric tracking task 490 appeared more correlated with large changes in finger forces rather than force magnitude ( Figure S8 ), 491 providing empirical support for our choice of cost function. Derivative-dependent motor noise was 492 also evident as increased variability at high frequencies in our feedforward task ( Figure S5 ). Since 493 submovements result from constructive interference between tracking errors and feedback 494 corrections, derivative-dependent motor noise also provides a counterintuitive but necessary 495 explanation for why the amplitude of submovements increases with target speed ( Figure S1 ). 496
Increased intermittency cannot be a direct consequence of faster target motion, since the frequency 497 content of this motion is nevertheless low by comparison to submovements. Rather, faster tracking 498 requires a larger change in the motor command, leading to increased broad-band motor noise which, 499 after constructive interference with feedback corrections, results in more pronounced peaks at 500 submovement frequencies. 501 502
State estimation by motor cortical population dynamics 503
PCA of multichannel LFPs in monkey motor cortex revealed two underlying components, which we 504 interpret as arising from distinct but coupled neural populations. The cyclical movement-related 505 dynamics of these components resembled those described for M1 firing rates (Churchland et al., 506 2012), which have previously been implicated in feedforward generation of movement. Specifically, it 507 was proposed that preparatory activity first develops along 'output-null' dimensions of the neural 508 state space before, at movement onset, evolving via intrinsic dynamics into orthogonal 'output-509 potent' dimensions that drive muscles (Churchland et al., 2010 
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Materials and Methods 561
Human experiments 562 Subjects 563
Based on pilot studies we decided in advance to use a sample size of eight subjects in each experiment. 564
In total, we recruited 11 adult subjects in total at the Institute of Neuroscience, Newcastle University. 565
Eight subjects (3 females; age 23-33; 1 left-handed) participated in both Experiment 1 (feedback 566 delay) and Experiment 2 (feedback delay and spatial perturbation). Eight subjects (3 females; age 23-567 33; all right-handed) participated in Experiment 3 (feedforward task); 6 of these subjects also 568 participated in experiments 1 and 2. Eight subjects (3 females; age 23-33; all right-handed) 569 participated in the experiment shown in Figure S8 ; 7 out of these subjects also participated in 570 Experiment 3. All experiments were approved by the local ethics committee at Newcastle University 571 and performed after informed consent, which was given in accordance with the Declaration of 572
Helsinki. 573
Human tracking task 574
Subjects tracked a (red) target on a computer monitor by exerting bimanual isometric index finger 575 forces on two sensors (FSG15N1A; Honeywell). The target underwent uniform, slow circular motion 576 with a pseudorandom order of clockwise and anticlockwise directions across trials. Finger forces were 577 sampled at 50 samples/s (USB-6343; National Instruments) and mapped to (yellow) cursor position by 578 projecting onto two diagonal screen axis. In addition, a feedback delay ( ext ) was interposed between 579 force and cursor movement. The feedback delay was kept constant through the duration of each trial 580 (lasting 20 s). We express screen coordinates in terms of the radius of target motion, target = 100%. 581
Tracking the target rotation thus required generating sinusoidal motion in the range of -100% to 582 +100%, corresponding to finger forces of 0 to 3.26N, with a 90° phase-shift between each hand. At the 583 end of each trial subjects were given a numerical score from 0-1000 indicating how accurately they 584 tracked the target. Subjects were instructed to attempt to maximize this score, which was calculated 585 as: 586 
Human feedforward task 615
In Experiment 3, we used a unimanual isometric task in which subjects were asked to make sinusoidal 616 forces with their right index finger. Subjects received visual feedback of the cursor, but no target was 617 shown. Instead subjects were shown two amplitude boundaries to move between, and the frequency 618 of movement was cued with auditory beeps at frequencies of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Hz. Subjects performed 619 a total of 15 trials, comprising three 20 s trials per frequency condition. 620
621
Monkey experiments 622 Subjects 623
We used two purpose-bred female rhesus macaques (monkey S: 6 years old, 6.6 kg; monkey U: 6 years 624 old, 8.8 kg Additionally, tracking performance was quantified off-line using the root-mean-squared Euclidean 664 distance between cursor and target. 665
Monkey data analysis 666
We differentiated the magnitude of the absolute 2D torque (expressed as a percentage of the distance 667 to the edge of the screen) to obtain the radial cursor velocity. LFP channels were subjected to visual 668 inspection to reject noisy channels prior to mean-subtraction. For time-domain analysis, LFPs and 669 cursor velocities were low-pass filtered at 10 Hz. Submovements were defined as a peak radial cursor 670 speed exceeding 100%/s (monkey S) and 150%/s (monkey U). For frequency-domain analysis, we took 671 unfiltered sections of 1024 sample points from each trial (approx. 1.5 s before to 0.5 s after the end 672 of the peripheral hold period). We subtracted the trial-averaged profile from each section before 673 concatenating to yield long data sections without any consistent low-frequency components related 674 to the periodicity of the task. FFTs were calculated with overlapping Hanning windows (2 14 sample 675 points ≈ 34 s; 75% overlap), from which we derived the following spectra: 676 
680
where LFP ( , ) and Cursor ( , ) represent Fourier coefficients at frequency and window = 681 (1. . ) from LFP channel and cursor velocity respectively. All spectra were smoothed with a 16-point 682
Hanning window. In addition, LFP power and LFP-cursor coherence were averaged across all LFP 683 channels, while LFP-LFP imaginary coherence was averaged over all pairs of LFPs. 684
685
Modelling 686
Although both human and monkey tasks involved 2D isometric control, for simplicity we modelled 687 only a 1D controller and assumed a one-to-one mapping from control signal, to position, . We 688 neglected target motion and designed the controller to minimize the influence of stochastic motor 689 errors using delayed, noisy feedback of position. We set the model time step ∆ = 0.01 s, intrinsic 690 feedback delay int = 0.26 s, and the ratio of process/measurement noise = 250 s -2 unless otherwise 691 stated. Steady-state Kalman gains were calculated using the function kalman in MATLAB, and the 692 resultant discrete time dynamic system (Equ. 4) was implemented by two integrating neuronal 693 populations representing ̂ and ̂, receiving a synaptic input on each time-step equal to: 694
Two LFP components were simulated by normalizing Δ̂ and Δ̂ to unity variance, before adding 696 background common noise with a 1 ⁄ spectrum. 697
The motor command was generated on each time step using the Smith Predictor architecture 698 shown in Fig. 3F . Based on our observation that trajectory variability was maximal at times when force 699 output was changing ( Figure S8 ), we used an linear quadratic regulator (LQR) control framework to 700 minimize a quadratic cost function, , incorporating the rate of change in motor command, frequencies of peak cursor velocity in each condition. P values calculated using a paired t-test. 806 Figure S2 . Individual subject power spectra of cursor velocity with different feedback delays. Power 808 spectra of cursor angular velocity for individual subjects with 0-400 ms feedback delay. The average 809 over subjects is shown in Figure 1D . 810 
